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More than just an airport, 

the scheme is envisaged as 

the first component of a city 

masterplan and a catalyst 

for urban regeneration



LegoRogers’ vision for the New Mexico City Airport puts 

the people of Mexico at its heart. More than just an airport, 

the scheme is envisaged as the first component of a 

city masterplan and a catalyst for urban regeneration, 

connecting local communities to new transport links and 

knitting the airport into the wider urban fabric.

The unique, sculptural design creates an architectural ‘front 

door’ for Mexico, offering a distinct visual identity that speaks 

specifically of the people and the place. A zócalo (public 

square) at the main entrance greets visitors and brings the 

public realm directly into the airport by providing spaces 

for people to meet and interact, creating an environment as 

welcoming to family and friends as it is to passengers.

This smooth transition from city to airport continues into 

the main building – an original and uplifting structure with a 

high ceiling and soaring, light-filled halls that complement 
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the building’s generous public forecourt. The layout is 

based around two focal points, or patios, at each end of a 

series of main piers, or aseos (public boulevards), which 

contain the waiting lounges, boarding gates and landscaped 

spaces. This simple arrangement mirrors the city’s beautiful 

sequence of streets and squares, with additional external 

patios replicating its public gardens where passengers can 

plane spot and wait to travel.

Colour supports clear and intuitive wayfinding within the 

terminal: international passengers turn left; transborder 

passengers turn right; and domestic passengers move 

straight ahead through a separate, but linked, check-in 

hall. Walking distances are never more than 400 metres to 

the gates and this ease of orientation is enhanced by the 

modular structure that creates a visual link through the 

various spaces and offers an equality of experience for both 

arriving and departing passengers.
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